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'Louis Wain invented a cat style, a cat society, a whole cat world'. Broadcast in 1925 by H.G.
Wells, these words characteristically foretold the future of the Wain cat which has, once more,
become the century's most recognisable image in cat art. During their heyday, in the time before
the First World War, Louis Wain's cats, dressed as humans, portrayed that stylish Edwardian
world having fun: at restaurants and tea parties, going to the Race and the Seaside, celebrating
at Christmas and Birthdays, and disporting themselves with exuberant games of tennis, bowls,
cricket and football. This is a titillating world of cats at play, uninhibited and slightly dangerous,
with most group activities likely to turn into mishap, mayhem and catastrophe. This is Wain's
world, funny, edgy and animated: a whole cat world.The first comprehensive exhibition of Wain's
work was held at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London in 1972 and, since then, Louis Wain
has steadily become more fashionable, and collected worldwide. This biography contains 300
plates of richness and variety, all of which are reproduced faithfully from the original artwork.This
book is jointly published by Chris Beetles Ltd and Canongate Books.
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For Lesley Anne Ivory, the greatest living cat artist, who would understand.— Chris Beetles
2011This edition published in Great Britain, the USA and Canada in 2021 by Canongate Books
Ltd,14 High Street, Edinburgh EH1 1TE and Chris Beetles LtdFirst published in Great Britain in
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Being LouisBenedict CumberbatchChris Beetles’ book is a joy, an inspiration and as thorough a
document for understanding the life and times of Louis Wain as one could hope to read. So
when asked to write the foreword to this new edition, having both played the man himself and
produced the film The Electrical Life of Louis Wain, I jumped at the chance, only to realise that
Chris, along with his generous inclusion of Rodney Dale and David Wootton’s contributions, has
covered so much that I was unsure what I could add. However, what I feel I can offer is perhaps
the unique perspective of having tried to be this most singular of people and artists.The



experience of being Louis Wain and seeing the world through his eyes was a joy. I adored him
and felt bereft when I had to leave him behind. He was such an acute observer, a skill that made
him a master illustrator, but as Chris surmises brilliantly in these pages, there was a gap
between this and the sense of him as an ineffective communicator. At these times it could be a
deeply unsettling experience. To be Louis felt like tuning into a perpetual voice, sometimes quiet
and shy, sometimes channelled into a singular focus, and at other times openly confrontational,
a voice saying to the world, ‘But don’t you see?!’His sheer energy consumption alone was
something else. Only mellowed by severe depression, grief and eventually old age, his
commitment was never-ending. His over-ambitious over- scheduling was certainly something I
could relate to. However, his headspace was often far from chartered territory for me. His mind’s
wild and untethered nature could be freeing to play at times – a world outside the constraints of
normality answerable only to him and his self-imposed standards. And then at other times rather
terrifying – such as when failing as the responsible breadwinner for a large family of sisters, a
situation which was all too frequent during his life. It’s at these moments that I would feel the
walls coming in as the real-world demands proved to be too heavy a burden for his slight grasp
on reality.Despite this frequent collision between Louis’s perception of reality and the way things
were, his achievements were astonishing. I think Louis was, in his own way, quietly revolutionary.
Not least in that he married Emily Richardson for love. She was his sisters’ governess, who was
both outside his class and over a decade older. They both had to bear the brunt of the familial
and social rejection that ensued. He also pursued several hobbies in his youth with the
commitment and vigour and certainty of a prophet, whether it was boxing, improvising on the
piano, dancing, chemistry, composing an opera or drawing inventions. Nobody could persuade
him that he was going about things the difficult way or pursuing impossible targets with a limited
ability. Not least perhaps because in one field he truly was a master: art, drawing and painting.
He was also fast and prolific, and yet neither quality seemed to diminish the excellent results.
Perhaps that is why he felt he could apply the same zeal to all of his activities. I certainly sensed
that this was masking a great deal of self-doubt and uncertainty.Louis’s singularity, if you will,
resulted in an authentic, unique, if at times perverse, point of view on all things. He was an artist
who theorised, a boxer who improvised piano, a man seeking solitude who become fixated on
his sisters’ governess. A person for whom every high and every success seemed to precipitate a
contingent low and connected disaster. Everything for Louis Wain sings with extremity. In
moments of ill health or deterioration of circumstances or both, everything seems to blur in a
kaleidoscopic mess of electricity, cats, love, loss of control and chaos. This arena of unhinged
anxiety was a terrifying, rudderless place to occupy. And, ultimately, very lonely. What he carried
through his life – along with his talents and capacity for love and compassion – were the
confusion and terror of a little boy who knew he didn’t fit in; a hare-lipped and sickly child who
had recurring nightmares or, as he put it, ‘visions of extraordinary complexity’, which ceased
after  4



recovering from scarlet fever at the age of nine, but left him ‘strong and pugnacious and difficult
to control’. And this, if truth be told, I found profoundly sad and moving. Especially as the
moment of finding a soulmate was then cruelly snatched away.Somehow, despite the seemingly
endless base note of loss and isolation, Louis’s life was often uplifting and inspiring. He brought
such beauty and celebration and joy to the lives of so many people. His gift was his eye and
imagination, creating what the great H.G. Wells described as ‘an entire cat world’.Louis’s lack of
business acumen and worldly naivety, as examined in these pages and our film, meant that he
failed to capitalise on his enormous popularity. By failing to copyright his images – which he
mainly sold for a one-off fee – he became easy prey for the meaner opportunists in this new
commercial age of mass reproduction. And equally tragic, if not more so in regards to his own
sense of self-worth, was his inability to comprehend the importance of what he had
achieved.Considering this and how ‘odd’ Louis’s art and life were at times, there is no doubt that
in creating this world filled with his very particular brand of cat, Louis accomplished two
extraordinary things.Firstly, he actually changed how we view the cat. Because of his art and
dedication to these animals, cats were elevated from being little more than pest control to being
celebrated as the extraordinary, mysterious, amusing, fierce, affectionate, independent and truly
complex feline friends they remain today.Secondly, and most impressively (for me, at least), was
how Louis, in trying to characterise a cat’s nature in his anthropomorphic realisation of them in
various social situations, leisure activities or political polemics, ended up reflecting his and our
own human nature. He succeeded in fulfilling his own edict for the artist to observe and respond
to his time and environment and ‘be a very mirror held up to the nature amongst which he
moves’. He brought them inside the home, closer than their distancing history of being
worshipped as mystical gods or feared as evil allies ofwitchery and sin had allowed them
previously. So close that they became acceptable as pets. And in observing their behaviour in
the domestic environment, they are seen to be, as our film version of Emily Richardson puts it,
‘ridiculous, silly and cuddly and lonely and frightened and brave – like us’. She goes on to
say:Just remember that, however hard things get, however much you feel that you are
struggling, the world is full of beauty, and it’s up to you to capture it, Louis, to look and to share it
with as many people as you can. You are a prism, through which that beam of life refracts.It
doesn’t matter to me whether Emily ever said those beautiful words of encouragement from Will
Sharpe’s wonderful script that Claire Foy then delivers so perfectly. From that moment, I believed
they were his life’s ambition. Come what may, this is for me the sentiment at the beating heart of
Louis’s purpose. To capture the beauty and share it with as many people as you can. And
somehow, amidst all the fog and terror of uncertainty and ill health, the growing confusion in an
ever-louder world and in amongst all the grieving, the loss of mind and the years in the pauper
ward of Springfield Mental Hospital in Tooting, I feel Emily stayed in his heart and mind
throughout.In the final years of Louis’s life, an extraordinary group including H.G. Wells and the
king raised money and campaigned for him to be rais- ed out of obscurity and squalor, and gave
him and his family some dignity. This lifted him up as he made his way to the finishing line.



Reminding him and us that he achieved what Emily said was his life’s purpose.I hope that our
film and Chris’s superb work in these pages will move you, and in turn inspire all of us to view the
Louis Wains of our world – the stranger, the oddball, the outsider, the round peg in a square hole
– with more love and tenderness and compassion. Something we could all do with more of, for
ourselves and each other, during life’s journey and especially near its end.5

Introducing Louis WainChris Beetles ‘Louis Wain invented a cat style, a cat society, a whole cat
world’. These words written by H G Wells were broadcast in 1925. The great author of The Time
Machine characteristically foretold the future of the Wain cat, which has become the century’s
most recognisable image in cat art. In 1925, however, H G Wells was describing a current and
popular phenomenon: a cat artist who had become a household name over the previous 40
years and was reproduced in thousands of books, magazines, posters and postcards.During
their heyday, in the time before theFirst World War, Louis Wain’s cats, dressed ashumans,
portrayed that stylish Edwardianworld having fun; at restaurants and teaparties, going to the
Races and the Seaside,celebrating at Christmas and Birthdays,and disporting themselves with
exuberantgames of tennis, bowls, cricket and football.It is this flamboyant portrayal of an age
thatappeals in turn to succeeding generations whorecognise in it the energetic desire of a
societyat leisure. This is an exciting world of cats at play,uninhibited and slightly dangerous, with
most groupactivities likely to turn into mishap, mayhem and catastrophe. This is Wain’s world:
funny, edgy and animated – a ‘whole cat world’.Louis Wain was born in 1860, a shy and
eccentric personality who would become famous by the age of 40. At his most productive, he
painted six hundred cat pictures a year, and published his celebrated Louis Wain’s Annuals
(1901 to 1921).His working life spans the great age of the postcard and theprolific dissemination
of his art in this way made him one ofthe most prevalent and recognisable artists of the
earlytwentieth century. Between 1900 and 1940, 75different publishers produced over 1100 of
hisimages in postcard form.His post-war financial difficulties may have contributed to a rapid
decline into Above left: THE LUCKY SPHINX CAT, LUCKY FUTURISTMASCOT CAT, 1914,
ceramic, 5 inches highLeft: THE DAILY MEOWERred crayon, 15 x 10 inchesThis is an early
period drawing in red crayon showinghigh quality draughtsmanship. Wain’s first cat, Peterthe
Great, was taught the trick of wearing spectaclesand peering at a postcard to amuse his wife,
Emily.

schizophrenia as Wain became isolated, impecunious and unmanageable. In 1924, he was
certified insane and admitted to Springfield Hospital. Briefly forgotten, he was discovered in this
paupers’ asylum a year later and, following a public appeal involving many writers and artists,
and the intervention of the Prime Minister himself, he was transferred to the more congenial
Bethlem Hospital and then, five years later, to the new Napsbury Hospital, in the Hertfordshire
countryside. In these pleasant surroundings, he lived on until 1939, painting ceaselessly and
recreating a new and ever more colourful cat world.His later, unpublished work is now well



known to us as it reveals his schizophrenic illness: highly coloured cats at times become
frenzied and the pictures are often crammed with paranoid delusional writing: cats can show
anger and are more intermittently frenetic, and often seen in the background are curious
recreated DERBY DAY – HERE THEY COMEpen and ink with crayon, 19 x 28 ½ inchesWain’s
Derby Day is a nod to the large satirical social panoramaexhibited by William Powell Frith at the
Royal Academy, in 1858,to vast crowds and continuing popular fame. This is a typical setpiece
of cats behaving badly in public; uninhibited and cheerfullydegenerate feline displays were
eagerly taken up by Wain’s fans ina spirit of self mockery since he had his first big picture
publishedin the Christmas issue of The Illustrated London News in 1886 – AKittens’ Christmas
Party–showing 150 cats celebrating the festival.7

Left: CAT WITH CAT’S HEAD NECKLACEwatercolour and bodycolour, 7 x 5 inchesThis is a
classic example of Wain’s late period of schizophrenic art.The ears, eyes and outline of a cat’s
head are incorporated into anoverall symmetrical pattern perhaps inspired by the memory ofhis
mother’s Turkish-style textile designs.Below: From a series of 21 Lucky Futurist Mascots,
1914-22,decorated with charms and Meow-Meow Notes.From left to right: THE LUCKY KNIGHT
ERRANT CAT, THE LUCKYBLACK CAT, THE LUCKY MASTER CAT [SMALL], THE DRINKING
CATand THE LUCKY PIG1914, ceramic, various sizesbuildings, part-inspired by his mental
asylums. However, there must have been periods of great contentment, as these late pictures
often reveal a beautiful tranquility, with animals living in harmony in bright utopian
landscapes.The first comprehensive exhibition of Wain’s work was held at the Victoria and
Albert Museum in London in 1972, and since then Louis Wain has steadily become more
fashionable, his artwork and ephemera being collected worldwide. It was at that time in the early
1970s that I bought my first picture and became enamoured of the art and fascinated by Louis
Wain’s story. My passionate pursuit and obsessive chronicling of this original material may also
be a suitable case for enquiry but, from the thousands of pictures  8

Right: EARLY SPANISHwatercolour and bodycolour, 7 x 5 inchesThis intense late period design
shows a spiky, wildly delightful,colourful cat. The odd disjunction of Wain’s title for this image
isanother recurring feature at this time in his life.Below: TIME FOR MILKwatercolour and
bodycolour, 6 ¾ x 9 inchesThis is a typical picture from the late Napsbury Hospital
period,1930-39, though the mock-Tudor buildings first appearedin Wain’s art in the postcards of
1904.that have gone through my hands, first as a collector, then as a dealer, I have been able to
distill the best and most compelling imagery.This study will show three hundred plates of
richness and variety, all of which are reproduced faithfully from the original artwork.The intention
of this new book is to share my particular areas of delight in his work, such as the ‘late’ period
and the ceramics, and to surpass in a welter of lively line and colour, the size, scope and impact
of all previous biographies, including Louis Wain. The Man Who Drew Cats by Rodney Dale,
which I first published 30 years ago. I have done this by making the artwork the central interest



around which all written material is gathered, giving weight and space always to the primacy of
the image.Louis Wain’s eventful and frustrating life history is followed chronologically and placed
within the context of the interesting cultural, sporting, and tumultuous political headlines of the
late Victorian and Edwardian eras. In this simplified form they can be read in conjunction with
Rodney Dale’s comprehensive biography.This volume further seeks to update all information as
it has emerged over the years, and with that in mind I have invited Rodney Dale to update his
extended essay ‘Catland’, published in book form by Duckworth in 1977, and which has since
become a rarity. I am pleased that he re-presents these ideas with some interesting additions,
adjustments and new images. This is a profusely illustrated book that allows this singular artist to
speak for himself through his art, but in simple terms his output can be recognised in three
distinct phases: Early, Middle/Popular and Late Asylum pieces, and this volume loosely
demarcates these areas.  9

CHRISTMAS CAROLSoil on canvas, 22 x 46 ½ inchesThis was produced as a print in 1889
tobe presented with the December issueof Myra’s Threepenny Journal. Since 1886and the
appearance of A Kittens’ ChristmasParty, anthropomorphic cats expressedhuman emotions of
choral harmony.However, in this major work in oils, catsare still largely naturalistic and redolent
ofthe Belgian cat artist, Henriette Ronner-Knip (1821-1909), of whose work LouisWain was
aware.11

Facing page: ALL AT SEAwatercolour and bodycolour8 x 7 inchesOne of the five sisters that
Wainhad supported, Claire lived on to1945 and recalled, ‘Sometimes,London seemed to get
upon hisnerves and he would go off toMargate, there to spend an open-air week-end with the
fishermen,running, swimming, boating andbathing with the enthusiasm of ayouth’.Above left and
above right:THE DRIVEpen and ink with bodycolour14 x 21 inches (with a same
sizechromolithograph)This is one of a set of fourlarge pen and ink designs,which were produced
as anenormously successful series ofchromolithographs (bright colourswere added at the
printing stage)during the pre First World War daysof Edwardian England when golf(especially in
Scotland!) became sopopular amongst the leisured class.Below: These are two large pen and
ink pictures produced as prints in about1910. It is a typical example of Wain’s humour – cranky,
ironic and never farfrom slapstick pandemonium.Below left: A FREE LECTURE INCATVILLE.
THE LEARNED PROFESSORWAS EXPOUNDING HIS THEORIES TOAN ATTENTIVE
AUDIENCE (LECTUREOF THE NIGHT AIR ON THE VOICE)pen and ink, 13 x 21 inchesBelow
right: WHEN SUDDENLY THELECTURE PLATFORM CAME TOOHOT TO HOLD HIMpen and
ink, 13 x 21 inches13

Above left: HOW’S THAT, UMPIRE?!watercolour, 18 x 12 inchesAbove right: A PERFECT FIT
GUARANTEED FORONE AND ALLMASHER: ‘I CALL THAT PERFECTLY INSULTING!’en and
ink, 14 ¼ x 11 inchesThis is a typical example of Wain’s social satirein which he gently pokes fun



at the popularityof pre-war fashions encouraged by exaggeratedadvertising. This was illustrated
in the 1915Louis Wain’s Annual.Facing page: THE MEWSICAL FAMILY PLAY ‘MEETUS BY
MOONLIGHT’watercolour with bodycolour, 17 x 14 inchesAt the age of 19, Wain studied
counterpoint andharmony with a view to a musical career, andremained devoted to music
throughout his life.Cats often appear playing musical instruments inhis pictures, both solo and in
bands. Alfred Praga(1867-1939), the miniaturist, remembers Wain inhis Bohemian days at Phil
May’s ‘Sunday Evenings’at his studio, where Wain loved to entertain andimprovise at the
piano.14

Facing page: SPORTING CATSwatercolour and bodycolour, 9 ½ X 12 inchesWain loved all
sports: cricket, football, polo,croquet, bowls, golf and especially tennis androwing in both of
which he keenly participated.When he moved to Westgate-on-Sea in 1895 henamed his house
Bendigo Lodge after William‘Bendigo’ Thompson (1811-1880), the infamousbare-knuckle
fighter. He was himself a keenboxer and ringside patron and took lessons fromJem Mace, the ex-
pugilist.Above left: AND ALL THIS WETTINGFOR ONE OLD BOOT!!!pen ink and watercolour,
13 ½ x 10 ¼ inchesThis was a best-selling postcard design.Above right: OWZATpen ink and
watercolour, 16 ½ x 12 ½ inchesThis was a popular postcard from Wain’s heyday,1900-15, but
represents a mania that may havepresaged future distress.17

Left: HANGING THE HOLLYoil on board, 20 x 15 inchesThis was part of the ward decorations
atNapsbury Hospital, which Louis Wain paintedevery Christmas between 1930 and 1939.Facing
page: HOUSE DECORATIONSwatercolour, 9 x 12 inchesAs he grew up, Wain was surrounded
by colour.His father was a travelling salesman in textiles,his maternal grandfather a tapestry
designer,and his mother a designer of patterns forTurkish-style carpets and ecclesiastical
fabrics.18

20

Facing page, clockwise from top left:This is a group of four late works, typically pretty butdensely
coloured, with strongly structured compositions.ON THE BALCONYwatercolour with
bodycolour, 11 x 15 inchesWHO’S FOR TENNIS?!watercolour and bodycolour, 7 ¼ x 9 ½
inchesWain was a keen member of the Westgate-on-Sea TennisClub and is remembered for
turning up at its informaldances in white tie and tails.CRICK’HIT OUTED!watercolour, 9 x 7
inchesLate works sometimes show features of psychosis withstrange titles such as this, jagged
‘electrified’ cats, andmarginal scribblings of disordered thought: ‘tight gripenergies acts in a cats
fur, spiking grim in pint to allowa wicket hit, when out goes the cat, broken from itsclear course,
chasn’d back aground on all fours, once in itsoundly mounts, by beating the ball in
runs’.GOLFING CATSwatercolour and bodycolour, 9 x 7 inchesThough this is a later work in
style, Wain would oftenreturn to the content of his early postcard designs.Above left and above



right:These are two later works indicating a happy indulgencein activities and pastimes in the
asylum.PLAYING BILLIARDSwatercolour and bodycolour, 7 x 9 inchesTUG OF
WARwatercolour and bodycolour, 7 x 9 inches21

Left: Henriette RonnerBANJOLouis Wain’s earliest work, well into the 1890s,is competent,
naturalistic and fits within theillustrative styles of the time. Wain acknowledgedthe work of
Henriette Ronner (which isexemplified here), and in his more sweetlydescriptive pieces her
inspiration is present.Below left: SIX CAT STUDIESpen and ink, size unknownBelow: PRIZE
CATSpen and ink, 20 x 24 inchesIn this ‘early’ period until the turn of the centurythere can be
seen a lingering debt to manyof the popular Victorian cat artists, in thetreatment and subject
matter, where cruelty,confrontation and chaos are never far away.22

NOW THEN WHO’S MASTER?oil on canvas, 30 ½ x 23 inchesLouis Wain involved himself in
the latenineteenth-century movement to legislateagainst the routine muzzling of dogs.A variation
of this image was used as apostcard in ‘The Comical Cat Series’ in1904 with the title The
Intruder.
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Steve Stearns, “Beautiful content but avoid the Kindle edition.. This is a wonderful book for any
cat lover. Louis Wain’s work is fascinating in that it varies from realistic through anthropomorphic
to surreal. This book focuses on Wain’s art. To learn more about the man himself and his rather
tragic life, watch The Electrical Life of Louis Wain, the recent Amazon Prime movie. If you buy
this book, avoid the Kindle edition. I first purchased it and found it’s erratic with the Kindle app
on my iPad. It sometimes fails to display an entire page or image and often freezes. The Kindle
app on my iMac does not support the zoom function. The displayed text is quite small and
difficult to read—even on a 27” iMac display.  I’m much happier with the hardcover book.”

L R, “Absolutely beautiful and informative. The pictures are absolutely gorgeous we haven’t read
the whole book yet but the descriptions so far are amazing and informative. A stunning stunning
book for anyone who likes cats and artists who are unbelievably talented and have brought their
gifts to the world. It is definitely historical as well. We Love cats and watch the electrical life of
cats with Benedict Cumberbatch and then found this book.”

J&JSHOME, “EVEN BETTER!. I was really impressed at the quality and content of this book. It
is so much better than I even expected that I immediately ordered another for a gift to a friend.”

P. Sakimoto, “Love love love. Ever since I saw 'The Electric Life of Louis Wain' I have been
entranced with Wain's work. His perceptions of the feline spirit are incredible and his renderings
of cats are superb. This book did not disappoint; it is beautifully done and the illustrations are
excellent, encompassing most of Wain's work in full color glossy images”

gail s., “Great coffee table book. Fascinating movie and so had to order the book. It is a big,
heavy book. The kind you lay on your coffee table and take one page at a time. Tons of pictures
and wonderful information about the man. Very glad I got it and think it would make a great book
for grandparents to share with little grandkids too.”

Leah Harmon, “Beautiful book. My crazy cat lady friend loved it. It has a place of honor on the
coffee table, next to her”

Susan Jane Rudich, “great retrospective. this is a reissue of a 2011 book with a new slip cover
and intro. It is the best retrospective of his work with a bit about his life. This MUST be in your
home library!”

Patricia Ann Rogers, “perfect. Received my book last week and I love it I am sure my son who
wanted it for his b'day will love it also. I do not know why Amazon thinks it is lost, I got it and I love
it.”



H. C. Merritt, “Best Book On Louis Wain. This is the second edition (I already had the first). I
collect Louis Wain pictures and this is an invaluable source for material about the quirky artist,
usually associated with cats, but who painted and drew many other things as well. This adds to
the considerable amount of material in the original edition. Wain was so prolific (and there are so
many fakes about) that there probably will never be a full catalogue of his work, but this will
remain the standard reference book for some time. It is well researched, clearly written and
lavishly illustrated. The quality of its printing is faultless.”

Ransen Owen, “Almost the perfect balance between text and images. Well produced and almost
the perfect balance between text and images. Good quality reproductions, but what I noticed
was missing was even a tiny bit of detail how, in practice, he ended up in an asylum. "Erratic and
sometimes violent behaviour" is about all we get.”

fred 7, “Excellent, well documented, book. Written by someone who has an excellent knowledge
of the subject; I had purchased the book; hoping that I might find a clue, to where I might locate a
print of a work by Louis Wain, entitled "Firemen Fighting a Fire"; or a similar title. I have only ever
seen a copy of this work once and would very much like to purchase a copy for my wife, who
retired, some years ago, from a senior clerical position with the Fire Service and still runs a Cat
Charity. Any help would be much appreciated,  Alan Burt”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful book. Will appeal to post card collectors, cat lovers or people
interested in the character of LW himself, a sensitive man and his descent into dire mental health
issues and the way he was supported by his like minded fans.”

The book by Louis Wain has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 307 people have provided feedback.
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